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ABSTRACT

Intention to have an HIV test: Modeling voluntary counseling and testing using Theory of Reasoned Action

Introduction

There is a low uptake of HIV test in Zimbabwe despite the population's knowledge about HIV/AIDS as shown in studies on knowledge, attitudes and practices (KAP). Success in alleviating the spread of HIV/AIDS can only be fully realised if people take up HIV tests on their decision. In order to solicit information from people on their intentions towards HIV test, this study was carried out in two high-density suburbs of Harare namely Glen View and Kuwadzana. The HIV will remain unabated if HIV-positive people who do not know their HIV status take the initiative to make their status known. The study aims to model determinants of intention to have an HIV test using the theory of reasoned action framework.

Study design, participants and methods

An analytic cross sectional study was conducted in randomly selected enumeration areas in Glen View and Kuwadzana high density suburbs of Harare, Zimbabwe. Data was collected through a self-administered questionnaire distributed to 150 consenting participants, men and women aged 15 to 49 years, who had never tested for HIV and who reside in the two areas. The theoretical framework used was Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). Two types of response variables on intention to have an HIV test were used. The first was dichotomous and used as a classification variable in discrimination analysis. The second was a continuous variable derived as a score from items in the construct and used in linear regression analysis.

Results

Data was analysed based on 134 questionnaires collected from participants, of which 61 (46%) were from Glen View and 73 (55%) Kuwadzana; 86 (65%) were females and 47 (35%) males. Sixty-nine (52%) were married and/or living together while 53 (40%) were single and/or never married and 99 (76%) were not employed. Sixty-six (49%) had an intention to have an HIV test within three months. Linear regression for intention on attitudes and subjective norms based on scores from factor analysis showed that only subjective norms [coefficient=0.67; 95% CI: 0.50 0.84] predicted intention. Linear regression for intention on attitudes and subjective norms based on belief-based attitudes and subjective norms showed that both attitudes [coefficient=0.14; 95% CI: 0.09 0.20] and subjective norms [coefficient=0.21; 0.05 0.37] were predictors of intention. Attitudes [coefficient=0.88] had a greater contribution in discriminating individuals into their groups than subjective norms [coefficient=0.30].
Conclusion

The study has shown that using factor analysis, the direct measure of the subjective norms construct is the main determinant of intention to have an HIV test as compared to attitudes. The same study has also shown that both belief-based subjective norms and belief-based attitudes are determinants of intentions. Attitudes and subjective norms obtained from scores based on Cronbach's alpha predict intentions to HIV testing better than those based on factor analysis. Using discriminant analysis, the study has shown that the attitudes construct is better than the subjective norms construct in the discriminating participants into the groups with intention to test and with no intention.
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